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Cuisine Cuisine (Beijing) Wins 4 Awards at 

Time Out Beijing Magazine’s Food Awards 2012 

 

Cuisine Cuisine (Beijing) has been recognised by Time Out Beijing for their outstanding cuisine and 

impeccable service, taking home Merit 4 awards in the following categories Best Service, Best 

Chinese Fine Dining, Best New Restaurant and Chef of the Year.  This follows Best New Arrival, 

awarded by Hurun Best of the Best Awards 2012 earlier in the year. 

 

The recognitions which came within just 6 months of its opening highlight Cuisine Cuisine’s commitment 

to bringing diners authentic Cantonese cuisine and meeting the expectations of even the most 

discerning diners. 

 

"It's very encouraging to be recognised for our dedication to bring a distinctive Cantonese dining 

experience to Greater China, through exquisite menus coupled with thoughtful and attentive service.  

We are determined to maintain the momentum and see Cuisine Cuisine become the new haute cuisine 

destination in Beijing," said Ben Man, Vice President – PRC Operations and Project Development. 

 

Time Out magazine offers comprehensive listings on events in film, theatre, fashion, literature and other 

cultural happenings, as well as the latest news on night life and eating out in the world's greatest cities.  

Time Out Food Awards 2012 in Beijing enters its 5th year and invited foodies and food critics who have 

eaten their way around the world to join its judging panel for the Award. 

 

Cuisine Cuisine continues the tradition of culinary excellence and employs only those ingredients of 

superb quality and utmost freshness. Executive Chef Chow Ngai has over 20 years of experience under 

his belt and had been the executive chef at various renowned Cantonese restaurants in Hong Kong and 

the Mainland. He is a master when it comes to delicate creations including bird's nest, abalone and 

shark's fin dishes. Keen to incorporate elements of the modern day food culture in his culinary creations, 

he continues to reinvent classic dishes and even formulated his own recipe for making sauces from 

purely natural ingredients. 

 

─ End ─ 

 



 

  

About Cuisine Cuisine (Beijing) 

Cuisine Cuisine in Beijing offers authentic Cantonese dining.  As China’s flagship restaurant of the 1 

Michelin Star Cuisine Cuisine in Hong Kong, it continues the tradition of culinary excellence with wholesome 

ingredients and expert culinary techniques. The outstanding wine list and splendid interior design, together 

with impeccable service  provide the finest dining experience.  Since its opening in September 2011, it has 

won bronze at the Global Design Awards, named Best Chaozhou / Cantonese Restaurant by Modern Weekly 

and listed as one of the 2012 Best New Arrivals in the Hurun Report. 

 

Cuisine Cuisine (Beijing) 

Address: 2/F West Tower Beijing WFC, No. 1 3rd Ring East Middle Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing  

Tel: (86) 010 5981 7511s / (86) 010 5981 7611  Fax: (86) 010 5981 7622 

www.cuisinecuisine.cn 

http://weibo.com/guojinxuanbj 
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